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These remarks are for a snapshot 
in the lifetime of these horses. We 
encourage owners and breeders to 
attend keurings whenever possible 
for further evaluation of their 
horses, their breeding goals and 
breeding directions.  
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 2014 KEURING REPORTS   
 
Blalock Lakes – Newnan, GA 

September 19, 2014 
Host: Jos & Laura Sevriens 
Jury: Bart Henstra from the Netherlands; Lana Sneddon from Indiana. 
 
 

At the beautiful and peaceful stables of Blalock Lakes the keuring of the KWPN-NA had 

an enthusiastic Dutch atmosphere today. Like last year a large group of eager students from 

the Auburn University Animal Science department attended the keuring. 

The keur eligible mare Eclipse SCF (Balou du Rouet x  Consul), owned by Amanda Lorinc 

and bred by Dr. Carlos & Karin Jimenez of Sporting Chance Farm,  impressed us with her 

attitude, consistent jumps and good overview. Her dam Nova Keur is a full sister to the famous 

stallion Judgement. As the jumps raised Eclipse SCF improved in her technique and she 

showed athletic scope. The total result of 79.5 in her Ibop, combined with her PROK, 

promoted her to an elite mare.  

Genevieve HF (Winningmood x Oscar), owned & bred by Julie Ballard Haralson of 

Haralson Farm,  already got her PROK, but also received her keur eligible predicate today. 

Lined up Genevieve HF is well muscled with a vertical neck, but could have more expression. In 

movement she improves and shows an athletic, powerful and supple trot with good reach in 

front. A special quality of her is that she is able to trot in several unique and adjustable ways. 

Her canter is powerful and carrying. 

Top foal in his class was the well-developed Jameson HF (Ampere x Jazz), owned & bred 

by Julie Ballard Haralson of Haralson Farm.  He has a good top line and correct legs. In 

movement Jameson has an expressive use of his neck and good articulation in his joints. His 

trot is uphill and carrying, the canter is powerful. Second in this class was the long legged 

UB40 son Justice, owned & bred by Terry Long of Oakdancer Farm. 
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Reports from the Road generally 
feature first premium or ‘stand-
out’ horses.  

 

IBOP Jumping 

  79.5  Eclipse SCF (Balou du Rouet x Consul)  keur elite  

Studbook/star 

  Genevieve HF  (Winningmood x Oscar) star / keur eligible  

Dressage Foals 

  Jameson HF (Ampere x Jazz)     

  Justice (UB40 x Sir Sinclair)     

  Jackson (Schroeder x Odin) 

  Jasper MM (Rousseau x Flemmingh) 

  Joyland HF (Rousseau x Flemmingh) 

Hunter Foals 

                    Jubilant (Navarone x Guidam)  

 

 

 

 
 

 


